Summer Full Time Employment Opportunity

Employer: Atomic 79 Boots and Western Gear

Location: 104 N. Montana, Dillon, MT 59725

Description: Entry Level Sales - Physical Retail Location and Internet

Compensation: MT Minimum Wage ($8.05 per hour) to start. Eligible for overtime, depending upon employer’s demand, which is 12.08 per hour after 40 hours.

Hours: 40 hours a week during the summer (with possible overtime). Store hours are approximately 9AM to 6PM, Monday-Saturday.

Detailed Description: We are looking for an entry level sales employee to assist us with retail and internet sales in our Dillon, MT location.

- Applicant should be personable, polite and comfortable in a face-to-face sales environment, and will be expected to appear clean and presentable during business hours. Customer service is paramount.
- Applicant should also possess rudimentary computer skills including Microsoft Excel, and the ability to learn our inventory and web sales software (with our training). Applicant will be expected to perform basic mathematical reconciliation tasks reliably. A knowledge of accounting theory and/or one of the accounting programs (like Sage/Peachtree or Quickbooks) would be a plus.
- Honesty, hard work and ethical behavior are the cornerstones of our establishment. Applicant will be asked for references.
- An interest in and knowledge of authentic western boots, tack, and outdoor merchandise would be most helpful. Atomic 79 sells western boots and gear on site and soon on the internet. Enthusiasm and interest in this area will translate to success more quickly than starting cold.
- Basic organization of stock and cleaning of the showroom will be expected as part of the job, but, the bulk of the work will be sales of merchandise to customers in the store, and assembling orders to satisfy internet sales.
- Work environment: The environment in our establishment is upbeat and fun. We are looking for somebody who appreciates a positive environment and a good joke, and wants to work a full day and can roll with the punches with a good attitude.

Applicants should submit a letter of interest and a description of their credentials to the following two email addresses:

jc@atomic-79.com

ds@atomic-79.com